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·the eye. In this connection it may be added that in the vicinity of 
Bethlehem there is a cave whose white dust is said to be beneficial 
to nursing mothers. The question accordingly arises whether these 
usages may not throw some light upon the "white earth" found in 
the Gezer zikhirch, which is described as a "pendant " or locket. 
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PERSONAL NAMES. 

INTRODUCTION. 

AMONG the modern inhabitants of Palestine (males and females; Christians, 
Jews, and Muslims; townsmen and peasants) the normal appellation of 
each individual consists of two proper names-one personal, the other 
relational. These names are both of the same type, and any given name 
may be either personal or relational; they need not, therefore, be analysed 
separately. The personal name distinguishes the individual, the relational 
name defines his family connexions. The relational name may be-

1. Ancestral, passing unchanged from father to son through an 
indefinite number of generations ; in which case it is identical with 
European patronymic ~urnames. At present the number of relational 
names of this class is comparatively small, especially among the Muslims, 
being confined to those indicating the descendants of eminent sheikhs, 
companions of Mnl_iammad, and other men of special distinction. But 
(partly under Western influence) a tendency to stereotyping other 
relational names is distinctly noticeable, especially among Christians and 
Jews, and the list of fixed surnames will, no doubt, with time continue to 
increase. 

2. Pat?·onymic, derived from the father of the bearer. This is the 
ordinary class. 

3. Metronymic, derived from the mother of the bearer. This is rare, 
and probably denotes special circumstances in each case (e.g., the mother 
having been left a widow before or shortly after the birth of the child 
named after her). 

4. Toconymic, derived from a child of the bearer. This form of name 
(when derived from a son) has a honorific significance, and for purposes 
of formal address is very commonly used. 
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In the first of these classes (sometimes), and always in the fourth, 
abu is inserted between the two names, as A~med abu Ishtaili; i.e., 
A., of the family of Abu Ishtaih; or Mul;wmmad abu '.Abd ei·-Ra~wwn, i.e., 
:M., father of 'A. The employment as a form of polite address, of the 
elclest son's name with a prefixed abn (or, in the case of women, with imm, 
mother), is very common, even when the son is a young infant. A man 
without sons-indeed, an unmarried rnan--may be addressed in similar 
terms ; the man's father's name with abu prefixed is in this case used, 
implying that if he had a son he would (in acconfance with the usllal 
custom) name him after that son's grandfather. The expression, Abu 
Ni'mali, "father of grace," is in some districts (e._q., Damascus), used for a 
childless man. Should the son die the father still retains his name with 
Abu prefixed as when the son was alive. 

The use of a daughter's name is similarly used among Christians and 
Muslims in the absence of sons, generally with a suggestion of humiliation. 
A man will sometimes call himself by a daughter's name in the hope that 
Providt>nce will pity his desolate condition and send him sons. To 
address a man with sons by a female toconymic would be an insult. 

In the second and the third classes the two names are run together in 
genitive relationship without any connecting substantive. Jfu~amrnad 
I_lasan and 'Abd el-f!amtd Shai!Ja are simply "l;{asan's Mul_iammad" 
and "Shail:)a's 'Abd el-1-_Iarnid," i.e., M., son of H. (the father), A., son of 
S. (the mother). 

A curious and not very common variation of class 2 must be noticed
the distinguishing of females by a name derived from the patronymic by 
the addition of an adjectival formative. ,ve have notes of three wonwn 
who gave their 1rnmes as If a/illyah, Mu~ammadt.lJah, and Tu,iff,yah, 
explaining them as indicating their filiation to persons named Jf aW, 
Mu(iammad, and Yusif respectively. 

The family connexions may be defined yet more closely in the not 
infrequent case when the combination of personal and ordinary rdatioual 
names is insufficiently distinctive. Thus, we have uoted a case from Abu 
Shushah of a man uamed 'Ali Mu{iamrnad 'Aishah. The common 
combination 'Ali Mul_iarnmad is probably to be found more than once in 
every village; this individual is distinguished from his namesakes by the 
addition of the name of his paternal grandmother. 

The names of women, as a genernl rule, are similarly constructed to 
those of men. Commonly in the towns, but rarely among the fellaJ:iin, 
they assume posionymic relational names, i.e., names derived from the 
personal name of the husband. A respectful toconymic formula, employ
ing imm, "mother," like the masculine abfJ, is used in the towns, but 
seldom among the fellal)ln, In towns also a childless widow is sometimes 
addressed as irmn prefixed to the deceased husband's name. 

Occasionally the same name is used, with or without a slight modifica
tion in vocalisation, to denote brothers or sisters of a family. This 

1 [See the table of transliteration, Quarterly Statement, April, 1902, p. 202.J 
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seemingly unresourceful proceeding is in reality (at least in the case of 
men) an ingenious device to reduce the apparent number of males in a 
family, and so to limit Government claims on the family for taxes or for 
military service. Sometimes the names are modified by diminution ; three 
hrothers are living in the village of Zakariya, called respectively Jabr, Jdbr, 
and Jabr'ln, and two sisters in el-Kubab named 'Az'sliah and 'Ayashah. 
The latter distinction is almost impossible for unaccustomed ears to catch. 

Besides these legitimate names, nearly every per,mn has one or more 
nicknames. Some of these are official, bestowed on him by the head-men 
of the village or other Government agents, in order to distinguish the 
bearer from other persons of the same name. A few are assumed by the 
bearer himself; others, the majority, are more or less humorous names 
attached for some special reason by irresponsible associates. There is a 
good deal of reticence among the fellal).in about telling these to strangers, 
and often it is merely by accident that an inquirer finds that a man 
whom he has alwayd known as, say, Mul).ammad Ma½mud is spoken of 
among all his fellows as "the pumpkin,'' " the fat," or "the sergeant." 
In the towns there is not so much reserve, and often the nicknames are 
confessed to with a readiness that is extraordinary considering their 
frequently unflattering nature. 

The nickname of a father sometimes takes the place of his real name 
in forming patronymics. With a certain class of names this has a very 
curious consequence. Among the Muslim fella]:lin one of the commonest 
types of names is the compound of 'Abd, "servant," with the name 
of the Deity or a periphrasis, as 'Abd er-Ra~,mdn, "the servam; of the 
merciful." These names, being clumsy, are abbreviated to 'Abd (pro
nounced as a dissyllable, 'Abed) in addressing a person, El-'Abd in 
speaking of him. When this shortened name is combined in genitive 
relationship with a patronymic nickname, the apparent meaning is often 
grotesque. Thus a man named 'Abd-Rubbu, '' Servant of his Lord," 
living in Zakariya, had a lame father, and he is always addressed or 
spoken of as 'Abd el-A 'raiJ, which at first sight seems to mean "the 
servant of the lame one." A similar anomaiy is to be found in the name 
of a boy of El-Kubab named 'Abd et;-'f'ayarah, which would be translated 
"the servant of the toy kite." 

It will be noticed that the word ibn, "son," is not mentioned above 
as used in the formation of relational names. So far as we can find, 
thece is but one case in which this word is employed as a mode o 
address. When a father's nickname is used as a relational name, and 
that name is of the common type in which abil, "father," is used to 
express the possession of certain features or qualities, as abu &hanab, 
" father [ owner J of a moustache," then ibn is used before the abil. Thus 
one l[asan Diab, of El-Kubitb, is known to his fellows as ibn abil'l
~anakain, "son of the father of two jaws," a picturesque way of 
expressing that his father had an impediment of speech. Female children 
who inherit a father's nickname of this type retain the ubiJ,; thus 
Fafmak abu shanab, "F. [ daughter J of the father of a moustache." 
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In our experience superstitions regarding names are much more 
prevalent among the Eastern Jews than among the Muslims. Of course, 
names as a whole are regarded as much more important than among 
c1,verage Europeans. A name suggesting good luck, like Taft!c, may, 
.should misfortune later attack the owner, be considered a cause of it. 
The name of a child that has died is generally com,idered too unlucky to 
be transferred to another one born later. 

Among the Jews there are several very common beliefs and customs 
that call for remark. There is a general feeling against any name that 
might savour of compliment or an assurance of good luck. Such a name 
may tempt the evil powers to do an injury. Indeed, it is a frequent 
practice (especially when several children have died) to name a surviving 
child either after some such animal as "wolf," or even "dog," or to give 
it a name expressing a (pretended) want of affection. As an example we 
may mention the name Jla!f(1l'ah "forsaken" or '· cut off." There are 
two girls known to us possessing this name, whose parents so named 
them becauae they l1ad lost several children previously, and were afraid 
that if any care was professed towards these their last hopes, the 
Angel of Death would carry them away likewiRc. In one if not in 
both of these cases the parents would buy no clothes for the child-all 
had to be given; and though intensely devoted to their little one, 
they took good ea.re to hide their affection. Another development of 
the same idea will cause parents to keep a child unnamed for a year 
at least, hoping that thus he or she may be unobserved by the powers 
of evil. 

Another even commoner custom is that of changing a person's name 
in the case of a dangerorn, illness. ·within our knowledge a Spanish 
Jewess named Rif"'ah underwe11t a rnther severe operation, and her 
friends, being anxious about her, assembled a congregation (i.e., ten men), 
and solemnly re-name cl her Mercarda [Spanish J "bought," the idea being 
that she was" bought with prayer." When such formal change of name 
occurs, the new name chosen frequently has reference to "life" ; for 
example, the Jewish names Meyer and Kl,iem, or the Arabic 'Aish, 
'Aishah, Ya~yah, &c. In other cases the name of some Old Testament 
·saint whose life was specially long, such as Enoch, Noah, &c., is chosen. 
The new name is retained ever afterwards. 

It is hardly worth while to refer to the fact common to all, but 
perhaps most prominent among the Eastern Christian;;, that a child called 
after a saint is considered especially nuder his protection, and that among 
such Christians the saint's feast-day, the name-day of the child, is even 
more important than the child's own bit-thday. 

The lists of names subjoined to the present paper are derived from 
the following Rources :--

(1) The roll of workmeu now or formerly employed in the excavations 
of the Paltistine Exploration Fund, about 200 in number. These 
are all Muslims. 
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(2) A long register made in Nablus, written in Arabic letters, of the 
names of persons, 90 per cent. or more of whom are Muslims. 

(3) A collection, made some years ago in Damascus, of about 3,000 
names of ,Tews exclusively. This collection was unfortunately 
written in English letters without systematic transliteration, 
a circumstance which no doubt obscures the meaning of the 
names in some cases. 

Many of the names here catalogued have lost their first significance, 
having become meaningles3 family names ; in our experience the bearers 
of old family names are seldom ablfl to give correct information regarding; 
their significance. The classification of some names is necessarily more 
or less arbitrary when a word has several meanings ; we have so far a& 
possible adopted the meaning best known io the uneducated people, 
rather than the classical 8ignificance detailed in the lexicons. Certain 
words, moreover, are peculiar to the colloquial dialects, and are not to be 
found in dictionaries. Such colloquial meanings and words are distin
guished in the lidt by the abbreviation coll. Except in special cases, the 
radical meaning of vel'bs, not the derived meaning, is given for names. 
which are parts of verbs. 

The names fall into the following classes :-

.A.-Theophorous names : compounds of 'abd, "servant," or some such 
word with the rn1rne of God, or with a name formed from one of the. 
attributes of the Deity. These names denote consecration to God. 

B.-Names of sirnilar type, denoting consecration to an inferior being. 
The solitary example known to us is 'Abd-Tuiu~ammad, "Servant of 
Tuiu]:iammad." • 

C.-Names of saints and heroes, especially those connected with 
religion. 

D.-Descriptive names, expressing the possess1on of personal qualities, 
naturally by preference the more excellent· attributes, and (among 
females) those which enhance the value of the bearer in the marriage, 
market. Qualities of a sinister character are, however, by no rnean1-
uncommon, being given either by parents as a means of averting the
evil eye, or as nicknames derived from some physical peculiarity, defect, 
or trait iu character. 

E.-Territorial names. 

:F.-Names denoting trades and occupations. 

G.-Names derived from parts of the body, animals, plants, food, 
astronomy, chemistry, clothing and personal ornament, musical instru
ments, and other objects. 

H.-N arnes connected with the circumstances of the child's birth. 

1 Possibly tl1is unusual name may be a spurious product, like 'Abd el-A'ra:j 
referred to abo.e and formed analogously. 
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LIST I. 

]\'(trSLIM FELLA~IN FROM VARIOUS VILLAGES IN SOUTHERN PALESTINE. 

Part I.--Personal Names (classified). 

Class A: Theoplwrous Names.-Males: 'Abd .Alhh, "Servant uf God"; 
'Abd el-I_[amM, "Servant of the Praiseworthy"; 'Abd d-Da'im, 
"Servant of the Eternal"; 'Abd er-Ral}miln, "Servant of the 
Merciful"; 'Abd er-Ral:,irn, "Servant of the Compassionate"; 
'Abd er-Razzil]:::, "Servant of the Apportioner"; 'Abd Rubbu, 
" Servant of his Lord" ; 'Abd el-Mutallib, "Servant of the 
Desired"; 'Abd el-'Azlz, "Servant of the Noble"; 'Abd el-Fatfth, 
"Servant of the Opener" ; 'Abd el-J;cadir, " Servant of the 
Powerful"; 'Abd el-Latlf, "Servant of the Pleasant." 

Females (none known). 

Class B: Analogous 1Vame.q denoting Consecrati'on to Inferio1· Beings. -
Males: 'Abel Mu\1amrnad, "Servant of MuJ:tarnmad." 

Females (none known). 

Class C: Names of Saints and Heroes (especially those connectecl with 
the Muslim faith).-Most of these names belong equally to Class D, 
being descriptive ; their modern application i~, however, influenced 
rather by their hiRtorical association than by their meanillg. It is 
sometimes difficult to draw a definite line between different classes 
of names.-Males: Ibrahim (Abraham), Isma'tl (Ishmael), J:Iasall, 
];[usain, Al,1mad, Mul)amrnad, l\fa]:lmucl, J;[illicl, ];:[aHl ("Friend" 
= Abraham), Sulaimiln ( = Solomon), '.A.Ji, 'Aisa (Esau, Jesus), 
Mfisa (Moses), Yftsif (J m;eph), Yun us (Jonah). 

Female~ : :tf adigi, Zainab, Sll.rah, '.A.yashah, Fa~mah, Maryam, 
Haijar (Hagar). 

Class D: Descriptive Nanies. - Males : Amin,1 "Faithful''; Salim, 
Salll.mi, "Secure" ; Mu~tafa, "Chosen"; Salab, "Pious"; Ya~yah, 
"Qr,ickened" ; Rashid, "Well-guided." 

Females : I_[alinmh, " Gentle" ; ~lasnah, "Beautifnl" ; ~Ialwah, 
"Sweet"; l;;fac,ra, "Green (fresh)"; Dll.m el-'Azz, ''Noble-blooded"; 
Ra¾:'lyah, "Chrtrmer" ; 'Azizah, "Noble" ; 'Aziyab, "ConsolE'r" ; 
'Aliyah, "Lofty" ; Ghali, "Dear, expensive, precious"; Sa'adah, 
" Fortunate " ; Sariyah, "Generous " ; f?ab11ah, " Beautiful " ; 
~afiyah, "Bright"; Labib:Lh, "Intellectual"; Na'imah, "Delicate" ; 
Yamui, "Lucky." 

Other descriptive names will be found in Part II (Nicknames). 

1 The name .J.mln is almost always p10nouncecl Tam,n, partly through 
confusion with yam,n, "the right hand," and partly bec-ause of the influence 
of the interjection yd, prefixed to names in vocative address. 
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Class E: Ter,itorial Names.--N o personal t.erritorial names are known 
to us; not infrequently, however, a territorial takes the place of a 
relational name, especially in the case of a person or family 
belonging to Qne village who has settled in another. Examples are : 
Al!mad el-AjjO.ri, "A. of Ajjur"; Fatmah el-Akawi, "F. of Acea" ; 
f;lab~ah ed-Dibwani, "S. of Dibwan" ; I;Iasan esh-Shamali, "H. the 
Northerner"; Ma);lruO.d el-Ma~ri, "M. the Egyptian." 

This list might be prolonged indefinitely. With it may be 
classed-A]:imad el-Gbarbawi, "A. the Stranger." 

Cl,us F: Trades and Occitpations.-N o personal n.ames of this class occur 
in the present list. 

Gla.ss G: Miscellaneous.-Males : Names derived from animals-Nim1·, 
"Panther." 

Females : Names derived from precious or beautiful objects
}7a9-q.a, "Silver"; Fac):iyah, "Silvern" ; Zahrah, "Flower." 

Class H: Names derived from Circumstances of Birth.-MaJes: Month 
or day of birth-Sha'bftn, "the eighth lunar month"; Ramaqan, 
"the ninth lunar month"; Gurn'a, "Friday." 

Females : Protests against too many daughters--Tamam, "Filled 
up." 

l'art II.-Nic!cnames. 

The following is a list of men, almost all from the villages of El-Kubab 
and AbO. Shilshah, with the nicknames attached to e1cLch by their fellows, 
and the meaning and reason for each name, so far as can be determined :-

ORDINARY NAMES. 

.A.bd Sariyah 1 

.A.bd I 

NICKNAMES. 

Ibn abu J:[ngn 

et-'!'ayftra 
Zftri~ 

MEANING AND REASON, 

"Son of .A.bu-J:[nl}n." His father 
was called "father of (pos
sessor of) lfn~m " because he 
once made an absurd remark 
to the effect that " If Gcd 
should give him a plough
share of Lydd workmanship 
and a yoke of oxen, and an 
oxgoad, and a bell hung on 
each side, the bells would 
make a sound ltn-lfn as he 
turned the cows." .Apparently 
he never heard the last of this 
foolish speecl,. 

"Thetoykite."}N fh" 
".A. dart." ames o 1s 

father, descended as patro
nymics. They both refer to 
his rapidity of motion. 

1 These are theophorous names (see Class .A.) abbreviated in conversation. 
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0BDINilY NAMES. 

Abd-Aliah 
NICKNAMES. 

abu 'Armilsh 

•Abd-Allah 'Abd er- abu Nimrah 
Ral,tm 

'Abd-Allah :M:ubarak . . el-'Arishi 

'Abd er-RaMm 'Ali 

Al}.mad 

Al}.mad ·Abd-Allah 

Al;lmad 'Ali 
A};tmad Mansilr .• 

abu Ghilri 

'Aish 

ibn abu Ligilm 

Shalbak .. 
1. ~ar~ilr 

2. el-ljawagah 

11EA::,fING AND REASON. 

"Father of a grape-stalk." 
'Armusk is the stalk of a 
bunch of grapes remaining 
after all the grapes have been 
plucked all', 1t is applied as 
a nickname to one with rheum 
in his eyes, a name suggested 
by eomparison with the frag
ment of grape-pulp adheri1Jg 
to the stalk. 

"Father of a pantheress": 
possibly referring to some 
ad,enture with such an 
animal. Analogous names 
are, abL1 Du gag, "father of 
chickens"; abu Ga}:ishain, 
"father of two donkey-colts"; 
abu el-I;laritdin, "father of 
lizards," all of which are 
known. 

"0£ el-'Arlsh," the st.ation on 
the confines of Egypt. In 
this case the name is used as 
a nickname and does not take 
the place of the relational 
name. Contrast those per
sons refened to in Part I of 
the present list, Class E. 

Named after a Beditwi from the 
Ghcr wh01n this person 
resembled, and who happened 
to como to the village. 

"Life,'' possibly on account of 
an ul:!es.pected recovery from 
sickness. 

"Son of the owner of a rein." 
Reason unknown. 

"A tangle." Reason unknown. 
"A cockroach." Pun on 

Mansur. 
The common expression among 

the fellal)-in for a person 
engaged in trade (this per
son's father frequently traded 
in seeds) . The name is also 
applied to fol'eigners, filld 
being generally associated with 
Jews and Christians, has a de
rogatorymeaningwhenapplied 
among Mnslimstooneanother. 
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Alimad and MuJ:rnmmad 
N aufal (brothers). 

Ahmad Salim 

A\lmad abu Ishlit"ih 

'Aisa abu Lhtil"ih 

'Ali 

'Ali l:fa,an 

'Ali Mul).ammad 
'Awadi Mul,ammad 

]Jalll l\fu]:tammad 
JJalH Taha 

J:[asan Diab 

Hasan 
Husain 

llusain 

NICKNAMES. 

awBd el-Gln"tl 

1. E,awwU.n 
2. abu J:[awal 

cl-'Asi 

ibn abu Dabus 
nbu Thamari 
1. Da!).iin 
2. J:[andarl i 
3. abu 'l-Ma'l11i:,. 
el·JS"atawi 

'Amish 
Luhu~ 

Tshiko ( .5.:o-) 
.J' V 

Ka'ak\rim 
Lasa' 

abu Tin 
1. Nashab 
2. Dan:'l.ni 

1. abu Shindi 

MEA.XING AND REASOX. 

"Sons of the demon (ghoul)-." 
Reason unknown. 

. Reason "Flint .. " } 
"Father of a squrnt." 

for neither name obvious. 
"The rebellious." Also applied 

to a child tardy in birU1. 
"Son of the owner of a club." 
"Fat.her of my frnit" (P). 
"Smoke., ► 

Meai1ing unknown. 
"Father (owner, user) of tripe." 
Probably a derivative of ,!::af;d, 

H grouse." 
""\,Veak-cyed." 
Meaning unknown. 

Meaning doubtful. Tt docs not 
sound like an .Arabic word. 

ll/Ieaning unknown. 
any •tinging insect (flea, scor-

pion). 
"Father of figs." 
"To jump." 
Any small buzzing insect. Al

lusion to his small size. 
A skind is a frame for keeping a 

weight from pressing on a 
loaded camel or donkey. In 
'l,ur&.ishJ skimdi means" now.'' 
It is doubtful whether either 
word can be the true root of 
this name, which is a family 
name in the .-illage of 
el-Kubab. 

2. abu el-Haradln '' Fa!her of lizards." Already 
mentioned. 

ibn abu '1-llanakain "Son of the father of two jaws," 
a reference to a lisp which 
his father had. 

et-:i;'awil . . '' The tall." Descriptive. 
el-t[armmi '' The tether - stone." Rearnn 

unknown. 
abu Laban A member of a Z"karlya family 

who derire their<lescent from 
a derwish who on one occ~sion 
miraculously provided himself 
with a dish of lalnn, i.e., 
curdled milk. 
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011.DI'SARY NA~IES. 

Husain abu Nijm 

Ibr.i.him 

:Mahmud Mul.rnmmad 

Mu}:,.'lmmad 

MuJ.iammad l;Iasan 

Mul,ammad Mu~tafa 

Musa Mahmud .. 
Mustafa abu S t1indi 
Sal.i~i Mustafa .. 
Sa'id Muha~mad 

[Y]amin .A.Ii 

NICKS-AMES. 

el-Mumm 

es-$aw&lJ.1i 

Fa1·fur 

el-~atil 

abu Shrlg. 

1. Ball{it 

2. BarM.r 

abu '1-~awa.lish .• 

al-1:[ishi .. 
cl-Kalash 
el-F&r 
abu '1-Muli-arrag 

abuAbwab 

!ffEASISO AND REA.SON. 

M·umm is a child's word for 
'' bread." 

"The pious,', or some such 
meanjng. 

This is the name of a small 
bird, often used as a term of 
affection. In the present 
case, however, the name is 
said to be given on account of 
the person's sk;ll in dancing, 
imitating the antics of der. 
wishes, &c., the word being 
derived from farfara., "to 
flap the wings." 

"The murderer," probably an 
allusion to some sinister 
incident in his life. His wife 
'Ayashi is known posionymi
cally by the same nickname. 
Apparently the absurdity of 
the juxtaposition of a name 
derived from 'aish, "life," 
and a word meaning "mur
derer" never strikes any one. 

A diminutive of sharl!, a 
chopper. 

"Oak." This name he assumed 
himself, to distinguish him 
from a namesake who worked 
with him on the Ja:fl'a. 
Jerusalem railway, and who 
took occasion of the identity 
of name to pocket the wages 
of both. 

"Nasal mucus." A name often 
applied to persons whose nose 
runs frequently. In the 
present case it may be a 

coarse pun on the first nick
name. 

"Father of a sickle." .A. different 
individual from the last. 

A kind of jar. 
A kind of carriage. 
"The mouse." 
Uncertain (query mulJarrag, a, 

diviner?). 
"Father of doors." Probably 

sensu obscomo. 
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Of women, the nicknames are very difficult to obtain. As M. Clerrnont
Ganneau long ago pointed out, a female anthropologist is needed properly 
to work the rich material to he found among the fellalJ women of Palestine 
The following have been noted :-

ORDINARY NA?t1E8, 

Fatmah 

Fatmah 

l;[asnah 

F.rulwah 

Si\rah Mul;iammad 
$aflyah Mul;iammad 

$1fiyah .. 

NICKNAMES. 

et-'-!'aril!: .. 

cz-Zait(mi 

et-Tal!:iyah 

el-'Ainain 

Darilj 
J;(arl!:umah 

Turmus .• 

J'l-fE:ANING AND REASON. 

"Of the road." Because born 
by the wayside. 

"Of the olives." A similal' 
reason, because born in an 
oli~e grove. 

"The pious." The word also 
means the skull-cap worn 
under the tarbflsh. 

"Of the two eyes." No small 
distinction in this ophthal
mia-riddled country. 

"Staircase." Reason unknown. 
"A broken fragment of a ja1·," 

in allusion to her singularly 
small stature. The name is 
also applied to the last of a 
family. 

"The tall." A patronymic, as 
the adjective is masculine. 
(rf. 'Ayashi el-}!:atH.) 

"The lupin." Reason unknown. 

These nicknames may thus be classified :-

l. Descriptive names, referring direct~y or by allusion to some personal 
peculiari'ty or accomplishment: et-tayarah, zarik, abu 'armush, abu 
ghllri, abu hawal, 'amish, danani, abu '1-J:tanakain, et-{awil, e~
~aw,Hl.)_i, farfur, et-ta¼:iyah, ¼:ar¼:ftmah, el-'ainain. 

2. Kames probably referring to some remarkable or coveted possession: abu 
lijam, abu dabtls, abu thamari, abu tin, abu shrfg, abu '1-¼:awalish, 
el kalash (1 ). 

3. Names deri·ved from some event or custom of the person's life: abu l.)n-Q-n, 
'aish, ei-!Jawajah, el-'asi (1) abu laban, el-lrntil, et-tarik. 

4. Derogato>}/ names: abu abwab, abu 'I rna'Hk (?), barb11r. 
5. Puns on the real name: '?ar~llr. 
6. Names of unknown intent der-ived from animals and plants: abu nimrah, 

abu dagag, abu galJshain, abu 'l-l}aradin, Iasa', el-fllr, turrnns, ballut, 
awlad el-ghul. 

7. Name.~ of unknown intent derived from inanimate objects: shalbak, 
!Jawwan, dab.in, el-lJarrami, el-mnmm, el-1,iishi. 

8. Territorial nanies: el-'arishi. 
9. Names of unknown meaning: handarli, lulJ_ut, tshiko, nashab, ka'akirim, 

shindi, mul;tarraj. 
(To be continued.) 




